
ERRATUM

The corrections listed below were not made in the below-mentioned
articles, which the Publisher regrets.

ADAM GEAREY, 2001, ‘Law and the Refusals of Poetry’, Liverpool Law
Review, 23(2), 123–130. Special issue ‘Law and Literature’ part (I) by
Adam Gearey.

page 123, first footnote
‘SLecturer’ should read ‘Lecturer’

page 125, paragraph 1, line 10
Insert ‘The poem suggests a Platonic theme’.; should read: ‘The poem
suggests a Platonic theme. Plato teaches that . . . we use it.’

page 126, paragraph 2, line 1
Replace ‘To’ by ‘The’

page 128, paragraph 2, line 4
Replace ‘reade’ by ‘reader’

page 128, paragraph 2, line 7
Replace ‘it’ by ‘the poem’

page 129, paragraph 2, line 1
Insert ‘also’ should read ‘. . . and is also found in Charlesworth’s work . . .’

page 129, paragraph 2, lines 2 and 3
Delete ‘This theme is developed in different ways.’

page 129, paragraph 2, lines 16 and 17
Replace ‘this work’ by ‘Loizidou’s questioning’, delete ‘that of’, replace
‘Wolcher, whose’ by ‘Wolcher’s essay. His’. Should read: ‘It is inter-
esting to place Loizidou’s questioning against Louis Wolcher’s essay. His
consideration . . .’

Liverpool Law Review 23: 289–290, 2001.



290 ERRATUM

page 130, paragraph 2, lines 1 and 2
Replace ‘an experiment in’ by ‘a study of’

page 130, paragraph 2, line 3
Replace ‘allusios’ by ‘allusions’

pages 130 insert new paragraph between paragraph 2 and 3
Paragraph should read: In the concluding essay, we return to the concern
with nationhood and identity that runs through a number of the pieces
in this collection. Hanafin’s astute reading of Yeats and Paulin concerns
itself with law making violence. His essay is a fine example of a practice
of literary criticism that raises unsettling issues about claims to national
belonging.

ADAM GEAREY, 2001, ‘With the One Coin for Fee: A.E. Houseman’s
Law’, Liverpool Law Review, 23(2), 199–209. Special issue ‘Law and
Literature’ part (I) by Adam Gearey.

page 202, paragraph 2, line 6
Replace ‘ones’ by ‘one’s’

page 203, paragraph 1, line 10
Delete ‘both’

page 204, footnote3

Insert ‘See’ should read: ‘See J.D. Crossan, . . . pp. 129–145’


